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ABSTRACT
How often, in this busy world in which we work, has a meeting invitee forgotten to
join a meeting (in time or at all)? Let's be honest—it happens all the time and sometimes
it's important that a particular invitee is present, particularly for meetings in which other
attendees are relying on the invitee's input during a meeting. Techniques presented herein
provide for the ability for an absent invitee for a meeting to receive a reminder to join the
potentially forgotten and, more importantly, potentially vital meeting when the absent
invitee's name is mentioned during the meeting.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
This proposal provides an architecture and various techniques through which a
meeting invitee that is absent for a particular meeting (i.e., an absent invitee) can be
reminded, through several different reminder notification mechanisms, of the particular
meeting when the absent invitee's name is mentioned during the particular meeting.
Additionally, provided herein are various techniques through which an absent invitee can
be provided with the ability to join a meeting after receiving a reminder notification.
It is not uncommon for a meeting invitee to receive a reminder for a meeting before
the meeting is about to begin. However, such existing reminders are generic meeting
reminders that are often ignored by invitees. In contrast, a reminder notification that
indicates that an absent invitee's name was mentioned in a meeting (e.g., 'you have been
mentioned 'x' times in this meeting') is far more likely to have the desired impact of having
the invitee join the meeting.
Further, in back-to-back meetings, it is common for there to be some overlap. Thus,
a reminder notification sent to an absent invitee in accordance with the techniques of this
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proposal may a) provide a hint that an absent invitee is required at a given time, and/or b)
if double-booked on meetings, may provide a cue as to when an invitee absent for one of
the meetings is to leave the meeting that the invitee is currently attending. For example, in
a 1-hour status meeting, an invitee may forecast from the agenda that they are required 20
minutes into the meeting, and with a reminder notification the invitee could receive a timely
nudge to join the meeting.
Figure 1, below, illustrates an example operational architecture and various
operational details for a system in which techniques of this proposal may be provided in
order to send a reminder notification to a meeting invitee that is absent for a meeting when
the absent invitee's name is mentioned during the meeting (e.g., 'I wonder is John joining?',
'Is John working today', 'Ping John', 'We really need John before we start', etc.).

Invitee
Send Collab App Alerts

Listens for and acts on
keywords with a lookup (e.g.,
name an a person actually
invited to the meeting)

Send commands to alerting
service with invitee and
meeting attributes

Figure 1: Example Operational Architecture for Providing a Meeting Reminder
In one instance, as illustrated in Figure 1, an invitee for a meeting that is not in
attendance at the meeting can receive a special pop-up reminder notification on one or
more devices and/or applications that the person has pre-selected to receive prompts.
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Another incarnation could include providing a visual or local audible reminder to an
(potentially absent) invitee whose name is mentioned in a meeting, but no response is
received from the invitee within a certain period of time and/or whose name as been
mentioned a threshold number of times in the meeting (e.g., 'you have been mentioned x
times' in the meeting). Such a reminder could also be provided for an attending invitee that
may not be paying attention during the meeting.
In accordance with techniques of this proposal, the system can determine where a
'missing' invitee for a particular meeting has been active (most recently) so that the missing
invitee can receive a reminder notification on the device, application, public switched
telephone network (PSTN), room, system, etc. or, in some instances, the system could be
configured to provide a call back to the missing invitee to autojoin the meeting on
answering a given device, application, etc.
As an additional enhancement, the system could be configured to allow an auto replaying feature to be provided for a reminded invitee's device, app, etc. in order to replay
a predetermined/preconfigured amount of time of the meeting (e.g., 20 seconds, etc.) before
the invitee's name was mentioned and/or a transcript of the relevant portion of the meeting
could be displayed for the invitee (e.g., a question for the invitee, etc.).
In some instances, alerts could also be provided based on the mentioning of a
particular keyword (or set of keywords) that a user has pre-selected or have been learned
by the system (e.g., a key customer name, etc.).
In order to avoid sending meeting reminders to unintended persons, such as those
whose name might be mentioned in a meeting but that were not intended to be participants
in the meeting, a restriction can be configured for the system such that if a particular
person's name is mentioned but the person is not included in a list of invitees for the
meeting, then no reminder notification would be sent to the person.

As another

enhancement, a restriction could be configured for the system such that reminder
notifications for a particular meeting may only be provided for invitees that have explicitly
accepted an invite for the particular meeting.

As yet another enhancement, a mentioner

in the meeting of the missing invitee's name might receive a prompt to allow the mentioner
to indicate whether or not to send a reminder notification, as opposed to immediately
triggering the reminder notification. Such notifications, of course, could be extended to an
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administrator's control that might allow for reminder notifications to be sent to non-invited
individuals.
Additionally, in some instances, the system could be configured to avoid sending
reminder notifications to invitees that may be absent due to being on vacation or out of the
office, due to a do not disturb (DND) or quiet hours condition being set for a
communication device of the invitee, etc. For example, to avoid reminder notifications
being sent to such absent invitees, the system could be configured with an 'invited AND
accepted' rule.
However, such a rule could potentially be updated/revised by a particular user, for
example, if the user did want to receive such reminder notifications even while being on
vacation, out of the office, etc. There could be many scenarios when a meeting invitee
might be on vacation but forgot to decline/cancel/re-schedule a meeting and would
appreciate a reminder notification in order to join the meeting. Further, such a rule could
also be enhanced to trigger a simple reply to a reminder notification that could be played
to the current host of a meeting to indicate, for example 'John replied to say he's on vacation
and won't be able to join the meeting.'
In some instances, an automated reply could be provided via default reply options
configured for reminder notifications such as clicking the 'apologies but I won't be able to
join today' reply which could post the as a message in a meeting chat, as a 1:1 message to
the host, in a meeting collaboration space, or could be transposed as a vocal response in
the meeting or to the host individually.
To avoid false triggers, the system can also be configured to include context in the
decision regarding whether to initiate a reminder notification being sent to an absent invitee.
For example, context as to whether an absent invitee's name is spoken as a call for action
as opposed to a transient name mention could be used to filter false triggers. For example,
the system could be configured to trigger sending reminder notifications on calls to action
for an absent invitee, such as 'remind John', upon meeting a threshold number of mentions
the absent invitee, upon determination of a question posed to the absent invitee (e.g., 'John,
what do you think?') followed by a period of no response from the absent invitee, upon
determining that the absent invitee is a vital invitee for a meeting, combinations thereof,
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and/or the like. Accordingly, many variations could be envisioned for triggering reminder
notifications while providing filtering for false triggers in such a system.
In summary, this proposal provides various techniques through which a meeting
invitee that is absent for a particular meeting can be reminded, through several different
reminder notification mechanisms, of the particular meeting when the absent invitee's name
is mentioned during the particular meeting.
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